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LOOKS like the nations that started the
big war are about
done; ethers are the
goats.
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TOLD
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Eastern
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STRIKE VAS
Campaign Depends Outcome
COMING
of the Big European Con flet
FALL OF CRACOW What Dls pa tch e s HEAVY FIGHTING
Say, Briefly
A MENACE TO
BEGINS NEAR
Told
GERMANY
MEAN INVASION FROM
NEW QUARTER; FORTRESS
IS WEAKENING

MAY

Vienna, Dec. 2 (via London.)
Austrian troops today occupied
Belgrade, Servia. The occupation
of the city was announced in a
telegram to Emperor Francis Jo- seph from General Frank, com- mander of the Fifth army corps.
The message said:
"On the occasion of the sixty- sixth anniversary of your reign,
permit me to lay at your feet the
information that Belgrade was
today occupied by the Fifth army
corps."
The city of Belgrade, which
was the capital or Servia until
the seat of government was re- moved shortly after the begin- ning of the war, has been under
attack by the Austriaus most of
the time. Early m August Aus- trian troops reached the city but
were unable to hold it. The ad- vance of the new Austrian army
through northern Servia duringthe last fortnight made the posi- 4 tion of Servian
troops in Bel- grad a hazardous one, and early
today it was reported from Sofia,
Bulgaria, that the eity had been
evacuated.
-

Poland
Dec. 2. Itussian
London,
still is the center of interest in the
war zone, so far as military operations
are concerned. Reports from the rival headquarters Indicate that any
decision is still in the balance, although in the face of the known facts
the conviction is growing that the
German General Mackenzen has done
at. Lodz whatBazaine, in the Franco-Prussia- n
war, failed to do at Metz he
has saved his army after it was encircled by the enemy.
But it is equally clear that the German tactical plan for the taking of
Warsaw again has failed, according
to the prevailing opinion in England.
of Silesia
Whether a counter-invasiohas been rendered impossible for the
present remains ta be seen,
n

r!

The German

Report
Berlin, Dec. 2 (by Wireless to London). The German official statement
issued today claims the capture of a
strong French position in the Argonne
. forest by Emperor William's own regiment. The text of the communication:
"In tbe western theater of' ihe war,
the enemy made insignificant advances, which were checked. .
"In the forest of Argonne a strong
point of support of the enemy .was
taken by the Wuerttenber? infantry
regiment, the One Hundred Twentieth,
his majesty, the kaiser's own regiment. On this occasion two officers
and about 300 of the enemy's troops
were made prisoners.
"There is no news from eastern
Prussia.
"In northern Poland battles are taking their normal course.
"In southern Poland the enemy's
attacks were repulsed.
"The report circulated in the foreign
press that the 2,300 prisoners taken
by us at Kutno are included in the
4,000 Russian prisoners reported by
us previously. Is untrue.
"In the battles at Wloclawek, Kut-- '
no, Lodz and Lowicz the eastern army
has taken between the eleventh of
November and the first of December
over 80,000 unwounded Russian prisoners."

ARGONNE

Heavy fighting has been resumed
in the reg'on of the Argonne
forest,
toward the eastern end of the battle
line in France, and although today's
French and German offictar communi
cations disagree as to the outcoma It
was apparent that the conflict Is
marked
with considerable violence.
The German emperor's own
regiment
was selected to make an assault on a
strong French position, whfch the Berlin statement says was won. The

2, 1914.
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COMPANY
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BY UNION LEADERS
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THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTH
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TROUBLE MUST PRESERVE
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WHEN WALKOUT OCCURRED HE AMERICAN FIRMS MUST NOT MANUFACTURE VESSELS FOR
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BOTH

batteries of heavy artillery of the en
emy.
At Vermelles, the chateau and the
park surrounding it, two houses m the
village and some trenches were bril
French statement, in referring to liantly occupied by our forces.
"There ha3 been a spirited artillery
whalt apparently was the same engageIn the vicinity of Fay, to
exchange
ment, says that the German
attack
was repulsed and that progress was the southwest of Perronne.
"In the region between Vendresse-Crannon- e
made by the allied troops.

IT NOT BEEN FOR THIS DE
MAND, BLOODSHED WOULD
HAVE BEEN AVOIDED
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men buy Sunday dinners

CALLS BIG CONTRACTOR TO THE BIG EXPANSE OF OCEAN TO BE
ATTENTIONS OF ADMIRERS ARE
WHITE HOUSE TO DISCUSS
DENIED TO WARSHIPS OF
ACCEPTED BECAUSE THEY
SITUATION
FIGHTING NATIONS
ARE HUNGRY

2.
Dec.
Denver, Dec, 2. In December, 1912
Washington
Secretary
Washington, Dec. 2. Proposals for
New- York, Dec. 2. "How Girls Live
John R. Lawson of tue United Aline Bryan today invited Ohas, M. Schwab, creating a neutral zone in the waters on
$6 a Week." Under this
caption
Workers of America notified E. M. president of the Bethlehem Steel of the western hemisphere and con- there was
read today into the records
company, too the Btate department and serving the ..rights of neutrals will he of the
Amnions, then governor-elect- ,
that
factory investigating committee
coal miners' strike probably. would be gave him the views of American go- laid by the United States before the
first hand details, garnered from
called during his administration, the vernment on the building of , sub- governing board of the
stores, factories and shops throughout
governor testified; today before the marines in this country for Eurom-iunion, which consists of diplomatic the state, of the fight for existence
VY
United
relations belligerents.
States industrial
representatives of the 21 American re which the commission's
investigators
Mr. Bryan declined to discloselthe publics.
f
commission.
learned is waged dally by fens of
there has been a violent
In Belgium
of
the
American
government.
The governing board will meet on thousands of
Infantry righting has
The governor cold of ihe enactment position
underpaid "women and
been resumed, although it is not clear demonstration, to which the French of new
laws about two years He declared the question was not yet Tuesday. Secretary Dryan said today girls in New York state.
mining
whether the Germans have begun an- replied and successfully accomplished ago which he understood, were satis- concluded, but "under consideration." that all the
Miss Esther PackaM, assistant secsuggestions which have
Mr. Schwab, accompanied by two as been made will be discussed.
other general movement. The French the destruction of a battery.
and
to
and
Argenoperators
miners,
isfactory
of the consumers' league, as
retary
"In the Argonne a German attack
war office reports that German attacks
also refused to' disciiBS their tina, Chile, Peru, Uruguay and Ecua- the
hoped wo.uld be useful in heading off sistants,
results
of her personal investigawas
Fontaine
Madame
re
on the entrenchments
were beaten against
dor are among the countries which tion, cited many
a strike. He told of numerous con mission.
some
we
Instances, amongmade
in
and
pulsed
progress
back and that the Germans suffered
Mr. Schwab came," said Mr. Bry have
formally communicated plans for them the following:
the
of a trench in the for- ferences with operators and union of an, "in
occupation
In
the
our
to
con
duel.
heavily
response
the federation of shipping in this hemartillery
inquiry
Miss C. W. "When I have to pay
est- of Courtes CauBses, and a minor ficials and of repeated efforts to ad
At other points In the line fighting
cerning the manufacture in this coun isphere through a mre -- yorous as- for clothes or
a
to
differences.
ques
Replying
just
anything like that I
has become more spirited than has fortified position neart St. Hubert.
tion by Chairman Frank F. Walsh the try of ships or materials for ship sertion of neutral rights. The confer- don't buy meat, for weeks at a time."
in
"On
the
the
Meuse,
the
of
heights
been the case for some time. Accordbuilding."
ence will take the form of an ex
F. M. "I don't eat breakfast at all.
Woevre district and in the Vosges governor stated that these efforts con
Recent reports that the Bethlehem change of views
ing to the French statement ground
conven
tinued "long after the miners'
by ythe diplomatists I found that was the easiest meal
is nothing to report."
there
has been won by the antes in certain
tion at Trinidad had called a strike, Steel company had contracted to build and also will Include such questions
without"
sections, Including the occupation of
Miss T. "I generally buy beans "for
Governor Amnions recounted the submarines, which would be shipped as wireless and coaling which alreaily
SOLDIER
ACCUSED
IS
In
abroad
German trenches.
sections, have been denied have made controversies with Euro- 3 cents and bread fo.r. 2 cents
early history of th strike and the
for
Berlin still insists tnat affairs in the
pean belligerents. The general pur- lunch. I soldom pay more than 7
Waisenburg, Dec. 2. Bert Howard, sending of the state militia to south- and partially confirmed.
The
visit of Mr. Schwab, however, pose of the meeting
to rea?h a con- cefnts."
east are progressing to Its satisfaction a private of Troop F. Fifth United ern Colorado, 30 ij
after the miners
revealed that the state department had cord of views on
"Miss Packard
One
questions
neutrality
although no "new details of the move-men- States cavalry, waa arrested here to- walked but. Vw
taken official cognizance, ' although so that the 21 AmerTUiVr?publ5c-- s on one girl, a
are given. It Is stated that in day, following the theft of $15,000
meal
when slie has t.,
flay
"The lawlessness began almost im
the fighting In Russian Poland
from the postofflce last night. Offi mediately," said the governor. "I was Secretary Bryan, announced yesterday will speak with one voice to the Eu pay for shoes or "a hat Many gir.'.s
that government agents, after a thor ropean belligerent powers whenever
November 11 a)nd December J cials said $4,800 was found in How
frankly admitted that they counted on
urged to call out the troops right ough investigation, had been unable new
their male friends to buy their Sununbeen
questions arise.
had
The
matress.
80,000 Russians were
ard's
money
captured
away. Before tne troops were caueu tn lear.n that
any work was being done
P'eru's suggestion for a neutral zone day dinners. A girl of 23 had taken
'i shipped from the First National bank out the county authorities in Las
wounded.
in this country ia the con extending the' territorial waters from no vacation for six
years because she
The situation in Servia Is reported of Pueblo to the First National Bank Animas county had asked for them." anywhere
struction of foreign warships or parts tbe three mile limit to include a large could not afford to lose her
salary for
at Sofia, Bulgaria, to be a critical one of Waisenburg.
Reverting to the futile efforts for thereof.
area within which coastwise trade of a week. A woman, of 40, without a
.
said:
for the home army, which Is seeking
Ammons
Governor
peace
t
It was believed, however, that the all belligerents should be unmolested, vacation for 25
NOTED ARCHITECT DEAD
years, cannot think of
to check the forward movement of
"There never was any question in state
department, desired to consult is not viewed, by the United States as stopping work for a month to take a
Austria's invading forces. The SerChicago, Dec. 2. James Jt Egan, my. mind that the sitrlke could have
with the steel companies of this coun- practicable at present; because of the rest which she needa.
vians have been forced to fall back prominent as an architect of the Ro- been, settled but for the demand for
try to be certain there would be no belief that such a move would he misand man Catholic churches- in Pittsburgh, recognition of the union.
behind strong natural positions
violations of neutrality if contracts
one or the other of the
are now acting 'entirely on the defen- San Francisco, Denver and many other
Governor Ammons said that at the were taken. While the exports of interpreted by
belligerents. Such a step could only GUTiERiifz
sive. It is reported that the Servian cities, died here today. He was 75 beginning of the strike he told leaders
munitions of war such as guns, shells come from the voluntary action of the
"
troops have been withdrawn from Bel- years old.
of both sides that tne only thing he or ammunition is not
prohibited' by belligerents, according to President
CAPITAL
grade and that communication between
could do was to assume an impartial the
11
neutrality laws, the fitting out of Wilson's recently expressed view. Ofthat city and Nish, the temporary caplaws.
attitude and enforce the
or any armed expedition ficials here believe the project should
warships
ENGINEERS OBJECT TO
ital, has been cut off.
When you took the attitude of en from American soil would he consid
be pressed by the concert of Pan-- PROVISIONAL PRESIDENT IS SUPto
Official reports concerning the came
forcing all the laws, did it' extend
ered a violation. During the
nations after the war.
American
PORTED BY VILLA AND
paign in Russian Poland, which were
affording protection to the mine operTtSTlNd"
however, an American
war,
ZAPATA
that
Chile
has
foreign
suggested
available In today's dispatches, still
ators in bringing in men to take the
in
coal
be
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any
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sitasked.
was
failed to make clear the confused
strikers' places?" he
(Continued on Page Five)
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men brought in." .
great Russian victory has been
tomorrow and be installed in the
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a
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country,
adjacent
port
was
quesTRARY TO LAW
in unofficial advices from Petro-graGovernor Ammons then
Colombia already has adopted the hit- - national palace there, according to of
be TERRIFIC
and London,
tioned regarding disagreements
method in dealing with belligerent ficial telegrams to the state depart- fer
Chicago, Dec. 2. Subjects varying tween the various state departments
Earl Kitchener's statement In the
'
ment today.
ships.
house of, commons that the Germans from the pay of express "train engi- - on the subject of the strike. He acTEXAS
Villa ls at Tac1)a. a subuib of Mex-e- d
SWEEPS
Kene-hainform-have
and Ecuador
Argentine
had suffered the greatest disaster in'neers to monkey wrenches and grease cused State Treasurer Itoady
'
bere, it is believed, he cou-lie- lco city
bethe
United
that
States
Commissioner
s
at
they
Labor
were touched upon
today's
and Deputy
their history remained open to
ferred
with
Zapata. All today's re- to
a number of new conditions
It Is said thatthe session of the arbitration board which E. V. Brake of acting in opposition
lenge by Berlin.
ONE, PERSON IS KILLED AND SEV- have arisen since the outhreak ot the Prts to th 6tate department 'indicate
powerful Teuton armres, driven on to is hearing the wage dispute between his policies.
ERAL INJURED THIS MORNwar which demand joint consideration tl!at tne two chieta are working in
dcsDerate efforts bv the peril cf their jthe engineers and firemen and the 64
I have no more control over the
ING IN HOUSTON
nations be- harmony in support of Gutierrez,
than
state
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employing them. labor department of this
position, have cut their way through western railroads
George C. Carothers, American con-a- s
of
cause
of
the
interests
their
of
r
Sixty-fouIdentity
are
men
thousand
labor
department
affected, I have over the
Russians.
solid lines of enveloping
2.
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perTexas,
- suIal" agent wl,h Villa
Houston,
today rePort-i,- i
two
Those
ies
neutrals.
count;
busV.'hat it has cost has not yet been told according to a statement given to cor- - the city of New York," he added.
son was killed, several injured and nested the calling of a conference nis arrival in Mexico City, where he
the
gover
but It Is Indicated that the Germans, irect the prevailing impression that
Concluding his testimony,
dozens driven from their homes; by
interests with
- will care for American
In extricating themselves, have inflict- only 55,000 men are involved.
nor urged the enactment of a media- a terrific wind and rain storm here either of special delegates or of 3!rana Jot.n u.
minister
Brazilian
lomatic
the
through
lnf
representatives
an official of the tion law by congress.
M. W. Cadle,
ed enormous losses on the enemy, and
Six inchesi of rain fell.
Billlman..
today.
.
early
to
with
disview
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union,
industrial
of
Locomotive
see
Brotherhood
a
not
Engineers,
terrible price.'"-have in turn paid
why
"I do
Street car and train serivee was de- a thorough discussion of the situation.
Latest dispatches irora .lampico w
If it be true that the Germans have resumed his testimony today and told putes could not be settled in the courts
A number of bridges were After conferences between '.President the state department say the Cam. ' i
moralized.
"Until
said.
of
in
received
the
differences
he
by as anv other cases,"
pay
freed' themselves from the present
washed away, and houses i low lying Wilson, Secretary Ciyan and Corn- - forces have reoccuplod Panuco, w. i
exthis is accomplished it is a ease of in sections were flooded.
danger of' a crushing defeat in Poland, freight and passenger engineers,'
seller Robert Lansing it was decided Had previously been in tne cam ri
the situation to the north and south is plaining that freight engineers re- timidation."
a
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of
E.
E.
gas
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employe
bandits.
Dasbit,
the only feasible plan at present ".irresponsible
j
still pictured as. menacing for them. ceive a higher rate per mil than do
The governor said Injury has been company, was killed by lightning, that
was to lay the entire question, before added that the Carranza garriw a w..a
The importance of the campaign to passenger engineers, as their progress done the state by uniair ana
which damaiged a number of buildings. the
governing board, maintaining order and had given guarthe north is indicated by the fact that is much slower.
curate published accounts, of the
downis
to
the
that
here
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Information,
foreigners.
There
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Warren S. Stone, grand chief engi- strike disorders.
Emperor William has gone Into east
pour was general over the coast sec- can. discuss questions informally with- Prussia to direct personally the neer of the Brothernood of LocomoOsgood Takes Stand
are
tion of Texas. Railway tracks
STRIKE REPORT COMING
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nied that there was an organization
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ginning of the session of ci '
action.
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"But it is disregarded," he added.
of Colorado mine operators Before
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The. French Statement
Paris, Dec. 2. The French war
fice gave out an official announcement
Paris this afternoon as follows:
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Best For Kidneys Says Doctor
Dr. J. T. R. Neal, Greenville, So.
Car, says that in his 30 years of experience he has found no preparation
for the kidneys equal to Foley Kidney
Pills. In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Best you
can tuy for 'backache,
rheumatism,
kidney and bladder ailments. O. GSchaefer and Red, Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

MUST LOOK INTO THE FUTURE

Rosenwalds'The Xmas Store

Really Good School

Shoes

Uuster Brown Shoes have all the

desirable points of Ideal School
Shoes Being made of the best
material obtainable in a big specialty plant assures good strong
shoes long on wear.
The lasts are all designed for
growing feet to give proper fit
and stilt leave room for the little
feet to grow.
And our fitters have made a.
study of these shoes understand
In
all the "whys and wherefores"
them.
fitting
If you want real shoo satisfaction buy Buster Brown Shoes for
your children.

$1,25 to $3,50 pair

and each pair guarranteed

Mackinaw's for Boy's

you never saw
These Mackinaws are bigger than the weather-a-nd
Is made
a boy that did not like one. In washing the wool the cloth
them
from- -a portion of the natural animal oil Is left in it, making
new
plaids
weather proof. In a variety of

That, the Voter Will Be
Brought to a Comprehension of

Doing

Hie Full Duty.

We, the people, need to have eyes
of Imagination in order that we may
be good citizens. A voter with
ability to see the rest of man-

kind and the generations yet unburn
will sacrifice his convenience ami
even much more, to go to the polls.
The better we come to know mankind the actual character and live J
e have
of people whom perhaps
never seen or never will see die
stronger grows our altruism, which is
a normal quality of human nature.
The literature of the magazines is
rendering an invaluable service. It
la forwarding a gradual reconciliation of classes and races by its vivi'
portrayal of what people really are
It 1b bringing our conception of "tb
rest of humanity" nearer to the hu
man reality.
The psychology that tells us clear
ly how we are separated by tinv
rather than space, from those wh
will be affected by our acts, is important In the development of civic
Imagination. For every ton of coz
that we mine, for every beautiful hill
side that we rob of its forests, fo;
every law put. on the statute book.
by the legislators that we elect, foi
every vote that is cast at the polls,
we are answerable to future oenera
tions.
Without imagination It is impossible
to comprehend our civic responsibili
ties. Philadelphia Evening Ledger.

South Side Plcyv

years the Octagon House was the
social center of the city.; Colonel
Taylor was distinguished for the unrivalled splendor of his household and
equipages, and his establishment was
renowned for its entertainments. In
the list of his guests are the names
of Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, John
Quincy Adams, Decatur, Porter, Webster, Clay, Calhoun, Randolph, Lafayette, Steuben and Sir Edward Thornton, British minister.
MEMORPRESIDENT DEDICATES
The unveiling today marked the ofIAL TO HIS PREDECESSOR,
ficial observance of the hundred year
MR. MADISON
peace anniversary of England and
America.
The president took occaWashington, Dec. 2. At noon today sion to touch on this point in his adPresident Wilson pulled the tape which
dress, and his words were received
unveiled a marble Btone set in the with acclaim.
wall of the' famous Octagon House.
It was in this old house that PresiThis and Five Cents!
dent Madison lived 100 years ago,
DON'T
MISS THIS. Cut out this
and where he signed on February 37,
five cents to Foley and
enclose
slip,
bringing
1815, the treaty of Ghent
Co., Chicago, 111., writing your name
and
States
United
the
peace between
and address clearly. You will receive
Great Britain.
in return a free trial package contain
The unveiling was under the ausing Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
pices of the American Institute of for coughs, colds and croup. Foley
Architects, which is holding its an Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic
nual convention in Washington. The Tablets. For sale in
your town by
president was escorted by R. C. Stur-Ki- O. G. Schaefer and Red Corss Drug
president of the institute. TheBe Co. Adv.
words cut In the stone were revealed:
"This building, known as The OcCEYLON'S NARROW ESCAPE
tagon, built m 1800 for Colonel John
London, Dec. 1. Colombo Harbor,
Taylor of Mount Airy, Virginia, was the principal seaport of Ceylon, and
occupied by President Madison after its shipping had a narrow escape from
the burning of the president's house destruction in the early days of the
by the British on August 14, 1814 war, according to mall advices just
Here the Treaty of. Ghent was rati- received here. A German spy set flra
fied by Madison February 17, 1815." to an anchoral vessel which contain
The tablet thus formally presented ed more than 50 tons of dynamite
to the world is one of the first of a The only means of saving neighbor
series of historical markers for which ing shipping and harbor works was
congress made appropriations a few to sink the burning ship an l this was
years ago. The stone, therefore, done by a squad of volunteers at a
bears the great seal of the Vnited considerable risk.
States, its only decoration.
ah mention or this incident was
Octagon House is one of the show apparently deleted by the English cenplaces in Washington. It is a fine sor In the cable hews dispatches at
trick colonial mansion standing at the time.
the corner of New York avenue end
Checks Croup Instantly
Eighteenth street, half a block from
the Corcoran museuin, and so within You know croup is dangeronus. And
three good stones' throw of the you ought to know too, the sense of
White House. Its chief title to his security , that comes from
t
having Fo
torical fame is its service as presi- ley's Honey and Tar Compound in the
dent's house during the year or so house. It cuts the thick mucus and
that followed the burning of the clears away the phlegm, stops the
White House by British troops. Today strangling cough and
gives easy
it is the official headquarters of the breathing and quiet sleep. Every usAmerican Institute of Architects.
er is a friend. O. G. Schaefer and
The treaty of Ghent was ratified in Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
the circular room on the second floor,
now used as an office by the secre- BEGINS
67TH YEAR ON THRONE
tary of the institute. It Is a handK was Just 66 years ago today that
some room, facing southwest. In the
Francis Joseph succeeded to
center of it stands, protected by a Emperor
the throne of Austria-HungarThe
glass cover, the circular table used year Just
passed has seen the darkenMadison.
President
The
drawers
by
shadows of war spread more
of the desk are labeled with ivory ing
than ever before." It was
threatening
filwas
the presidential
letters, and
on June 28, 1914, that Archduke Fering system of a century aso.
dinand was slain at Sarajevo, in the
Secret tunnels, doors and passageprovince of Bosnia, bjr Servian hands.
ways have been discovered from time
Ferdinand was to have been the suc-- ,
In
to time
and about the house and
cesser of Francis Joseph, end his asgrounds, and they lend mystery to sassination was one of the Incidental
the historic bouse. Colonel Taylor
catif.es of the war that has spread to
built the- house on advice of his ! 1., ,1 V . . .
1. it.
t..
riend, George Washington. For many ,
worM

HOUSE

DECORATED BY
TABLET
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AUTOS PAY $16,967
Santa Fe, Dec. 2. Secretary
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Gold is more highly prized than
any other metal because it has the
great quality of being more uniformOther metals fluctuate
ly useless.
more or less In the degree of their
usefulness. Gold continues on Ita
even way.

Bricks made from clay are for all
practical purposes more useful than
gold. They can be made into houses,
and nobody would attempt to break
them off and carry them away. Ii
bricks of gold were, however, employed for this purpose, no house
The owner of the
would be safe.
house, If he were a sound sleeper,
would awake In the morning to find
the walls gone, himself the center ol
an irreproachable system of ventilation.
Gold is like some stable people. It
has no special accomplishments.
Thus It never bores anyone by ita
presence. You never hear any in
dividual or any nation exclaim: "I'm
tired of having so much gold around."
Gold is the greatest financial para
dox in the world. Useless to sustain
life, its very stability makes it lend
itself to the most widely varying pur
poses. Without it war would be a
failure; and so, also, peace. Life.

X

"Frenchy" shape, is a picturesque and
dressy model, combining a narrow
brim of velvet and crown of silver
lace over a vivid satin. The brim
rolls up at the left and droops decid
edly at the right side, where an in
dentation breaks its line and adds to
its becomingness. It is trimmed with
a single metallic rose and finished
"
CHAVES GOT THE COIN
with a long tie of handsome moire
Santa Fe, Dec. 2. Though occupy
ribbon. This is mounted to the brim
at the left under an odd and pretty ing only a small office in an out of
the way corner on the third floor of
bow.
The curious shape of the third the capitol, Superintendent of Insurmodel catches one's attention. It Is ance Jacobo Chaves, the past fiscal
a beautifully made hat with crown year, which ended
Monday evening,
that has a sharp slope upward from contributed $32,103.22 to the state's
is
The
velvet
left.
to
covering
right
laid on smoothly and piped with exchequer, as against $22,774.69 by the
satin, and satin is used for the fac state corporation commission. The
largest month's receipts were $20,ing.
The shape serves as a background 504.94 in March; then came February
upon which a splendid bow of rich with $5,662.07; April fith $5,561.03;
moire ribbon is mounted. The rib while in none of the other months did
bon is wired at the edges and the the total reach $300.
bow reveals how much of an art it Is
to convert a straight length of mate
Pains In Back and Hips
rial into a trimming of such expres
sion.
Are an indication of kidney trouble
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
a warning to build up the weakened
kidneys, make them vigorous, rid your
Go to
blood of acids and poisons.
Attractive Negligee
your druggist for Foley Kidney Pills.
In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Sold in your
town by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
1V
Drug Store. Adv.
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H. GOULD, STRICKEN
SMALLPOX, EXPIRES IN THE
PEST HOUSE

Santa, Fe, Dec. 2. E. H. Gould, formerly of Las Vegas and well known
in Santa Fe, and lately of Lordsburg,
died of smallpox at the El Paso pest
house. He was 28 years of age. W- I. Ellsworth, aged 33 years, a married
man, died at the same time at the
pest house. Because of the war In
Mexico, which has brought in its train
a virulent form of smallpox there is
much danger of the epidemic spreading to the United States this winter,
and especially to the1 Boundary states.
School authorities are therefore counseled to enforce rigidly the compulsory vaccination law and health au
thorities to maintain the strictest
quarantine of sporadic cases that have
already appeared in several parts of

d

REACH

SANTA FE

Santa Fe, Dec. 2. Posting the oean
to ocean highway from Loa Angeles,
D. C. Mitchell, p. A. Howard, Jr., and
Jud Smith of the Automobile Club
of Southern California arrived in San
to Fe today with a 14,000 pound truck
and proceeded to Glorieta before dark,

Gore, Pa., P. A. Morgan had occa
sion recently to use a liver medicine
and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets:
They thoroughly cleased my system
and I felt like a new man light and
free. They are the best medicine I

have ever taken for constipation. They
keep the stomach sweet, liver active,
bowels regular." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drag Store. Adv.
ILLINOIS CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
Chicago, Dec. 2 The OC.th birthday
of Illinois will be celebrated tomorrow
as a statewide holkmy, and schools,
colleges, churches, civic and fraternal

organizations have joined hands to
make it success. Governor Edward
has officially proclaimed
F. Dunn
December 3 as "Illinois day" and has
called upon the people of the state to
join in the observance. Illinois was
admitted into the union December 3,
1818.
The centennial will be a big
state in 1918, at which time
the
in
day
statues to Abraham Lincoln and
Stephen A. Douglas will be dedicated.
The movement to celebrate the day
was initiated by the Chicago Association of Commerce, which seeks to
c
strengthen the state spirit and a
Ilof
pride in the achievements
linois. An annual review of these accomplishments commercial, industrial
and civic, is counted on as an inspiration in creating a determination to
as Individual citizens and
as organizations for future progress.
pab-rioiti-

MUST HAVE A STAMP

Santa Fe, Dec. 2. The state corporation commission today directed a
circular to the insurance companies
doing business in New Mexico, calling their attention to the necessity of
including a 10 cent revenue stamp In
their remittances when making application for a certificate of authority
to transact business and for each copy
of such certificate for the use of
agents,
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DIEb IN EL PASO

State Lucero .today pail to State
Treasurer O. N. Marron monthly receipts to the amount of $2,752.51 of
which $2,352.26 came from automobile licenses! $271.10 notaries public
commissions; $15.15 from the sale of
the laws and $113 from miscellaneous
sources. The number of auto licenses
reached the number of 3,095 today in
addition to 79 dealers' licenses, breaking all records by almost 50 per cent.
The amount turned over by the secretary for the entire year has been $18,- 201.76 of which $16,967.26 came from
automobile licenses, $783.20 notaries
from sale of
commissions, $112.10
laws and $429.20 from miscellaneous New Mexico.

Why They Recommend Foley's Honey
and Tar.
P. A. Efird, Conejo, Calif. because
"it produces the best results, always
cures severe colds, sore chest and
lungs and does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Taylor, Luthervllle, Ga. because T believe it to be an honest medicine and
it satisfies my patrons." W. L. Cook,
Neihart, Mont. becanse "It gives the
best results for coughs and colds of
anything I Bell." Every user is a
friend. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

one of the three examples of
hats which are shown here is
of a sort to make the observer of
"class" in millinery turn to look twice
at it. Hats are as numerous as roses
and the pretty ones Inspire an admiration as frank and untiring as that
given to the flowers. Here are three
totally dissimilar, each vying with
the others, as an example of excel
lence in the milliners' art, and all
far above the average in point of distinction in style.
The largest of the three has a
rather small crown with soft top,
garnished with a ribbon band, which
terminates in a small flat bow at the
side. The brim Is wonderfully graceful, curving upward slightly and
It Is a
widening at the left side.
shape better suited to mature women
than to the youthful wearer on whom
it is pictured.
The
long, upstanding
plume of ostrich at the front is calculated to make one wonder at the
dexterity of the dyers and rejoice at
the discrimination of the trimmer who
has used it so effectively.
A small and what we call a

Good Leas or Crutches.
Professor O'Shea's article, in which
i
he speaks of parents who fail to hell
their children by helping them tos
much, points out a common weakness,
It is easier for all of us to tell some
thing than to teach it. So it is easlei
to tell the boy who wants to use th
word "ordinary" how to spell it than
v
to give him the help that means h
word
to
the
be
will
able
again
spell
'
himself.
But what will he do when
he wants to use the word some tima
'f
lit
when no one is by to help him? He is
t'
more
lesson
not really learning his
any
than a child would be learning to walk
"
who never let go his mother's hand.
,1- The boy or girl who leans always on
some one else may get through thie
v ' i v
i work, but he is not getting an educa;
tion. It is no real kindness to him to
teach him always to rely on others,
,
i r
When he gets away from school into
the competitive life of men and womall the new negligees are
en he will find himself sadly handi
NEARLY kimono sleeves
and set
capped if he must always aBk some
one else how his work is to be done.
gracefully to the figure by means of
odd drapings. A negligee is a necesMilwaukee Journal.
sity and might Just as well be cleverly
shaped as to hang in unbroken lines.
Totting It Up.
One of the prettiest of those which
Captain Godfrey, who wrote the first
been recently brought out is picbook on British boxing "A Treatise have
tured here in two views, showing both
on the Useful Science of Defense"
once appeared in the king's bench as the back and the front.
The material used for this garment
Al
3,000.
surety for a friend for
is pink albatross and it le an ideal fabthe
opthough Serjeant Willoughby,
Others similar in
posing counsel, knew well that the ric for the purpose.
are wool
captain was good for a larger amount, weight and general character
he insisted on proof that he was challie, nun's veiling, Japanese crepe
worth so much. Slowly the captain and crepe de chine, light weight silks
recited particulars of his means, and and some fancy weaves.
The heavier cotton crepes are exfinally Willoughby said there was still
tensively used for negligee, kimonos
"not enough by sixty pounds." '
"Well, as to that," said the captain, and boudoir Jackets.
"I have the note of hand of one Ser flower patterns in eilk or cotton floss
on them and stand
jeant Willoughby for sixty pounds, are used liberally
and I hope he will soon have the the tub perfectly. The cotton crepes
are to be had In all colors. Embroidery
honesty to pay me."
There was a roar in court and the which is to be washed is done In white
sergeant looked very foolish, especial or in the same color as the negligee
from the handsome importly when the presiding Judge, Lord and copied
ed silk kimonos on which lovely trailMansfield, remarked:
are
"Well, brother, I think we may ac ing vines and scattered blossoms
in
floss.
silk
Imitated
bail."
the
cept
The favorites, those that are "best
are made of cotton crepe dec
sellers,"
Lots of Letters.
orated with embroidery that is easy to
Little Marlon and Agnes were play- do and
rapidly worked. Great numbers
ing in the yard one morning as the of gayly embroidered kimonoB and
mall man passed.
negligees are direct imports from
"Oh, Agnes, look," cried Marion,
Japan, and these include popular
think he is going into your house."
priced as well as expensive varieties.
"Yes, he Is," replied Agnes, "we get Wide sleeves are liked, those shown in
lots of letters. Why, sometimes we
the picture are good examples of this
get as many as three or four at a .feature. Among the more expensive,
time."
and especially among the Imported
"That's nothing," ejaculated Marlon,
garments, the long angel sleeve is frescornfully, "you ought to see the letmet with.
ters my father gets at the first of quently
The back of the negligee illustrated
monti."
...
very
is shaped to the figure by three wide
,

of
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OCTAGON

GOLD

Metal Highly Prized Because It la in
a Workable Sense the Most

Do your Christmas Shooplng Early
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SIZES 5 to 14
PRICE $4.00 to $8.00.

EatoblisHod

Hats With Much Distinction

1
tucks decorated at each side with
small silk tassels. Narrow plaited net
finishes the neck and extends down
the front. The sleeves are edged with
a much wider plaiting of the same net,
Snap fasteners, or hooks and eyes, are
used for fastenings, and a rose of
chiffon or ribbon, or one made of the
material of the negligee, finishes the
front.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.

POPULAR

FOR THE

WOMEN

Fads and Frills That Are Having
Season of Favor Pretty Things
In Cotton Qrepe Underwear.
Cotton crepe underwear In white or
dainty colors or in the pretty figures la
to be had severely plain or trimmed
with lace or embroidery. The kimonoa
Of the crepe, bound with washable
ribbon, are dainty and thoroughly prac
'
tical.
Petticoats of handkerchief linen
trimmed with binche lace which re
sembles val but is said to have bettei
wearing qualities fit snugly about th
hips; the placket buttons and the
draw tape are of silk.
Those seeking lamps are sure to b
interested in the wicker lamps for the
table, floor or boudoir, the bridge
lamps, and the electric mantle cande
lahra. There are wood electric lamps
as well as Chinese and Japanese pot
tery vases mounted for electric lights
Shades for these lamps, either lr
glass, wicker or silk, are to be had it
abundance.
Women who are clever with tht
needle and can make their own gowns
will certainly rejoice at the Frencl
cotton crepes, there is nothing pret
tier for house or dressy gowns.

EverHear of a Funeral Pyre Saving a Man's Life?

This was intended to be a funeral pyre.
But it did two inconsistent things. First Saved
Alan Law's life instead of taking it Second Kept

a woman's heart from breaking.
Away you can find out "how"-

-

JL

read the story.

JIJLdA

By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
Author of Hie Fortune Hunter The Black Bag
The Lone Wolf Etc.

Read (he Next Installment Tomorrow
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UHGHTEK HOST
NOT BE HEARD
IN PARIS
THIS

THE

REASON
GIVE FOR REFUSING
TER LICENSES
IS

POLICE
THEA-- -

, Albert Garre, the new administra
tor of the Theater Francais Is lieuten
ant colonel of territorials, awaiting
marching orders at Beeanton, while
the opera, in addition to Renaud sent
s
of
Muartare, Frank and
and
the male chorus
stage mechanics
to the ranks.
GhensI, director of the Opera Cbm- ique, is an ordnance officer on the
staff of General Gallienl, military gov
ernor of Paris.

BLOTCHES ON FACE

IHECZEi

three-qiwter-

"FINANCING THE WAR"
Stockholm. Dec. 'I. The b'venska
Dagbladet publishes a report by Pio- fe.asor Gu'yiav Cassel, a nationa' au- tlrrity, on nomcing the War."' U

Oil

Newport,' Ore. "I wag troubled with
pimplos all my life. They were the kind
that came under the skin in big red blotchoa.
I was kept awake night after night with the
Itching and burning. My face waa pitted.
Eczema also affected different parts of my
body and I would scratch till the skin was
all raw and sore,
"I took gallons of blood medicine without
doing any good. No external treatment
did me any good till I tried Cuticura Soap
and Ointment. The Ointment relieved the
Itching the moment It was applied. I used
the Soap and Ointment steadily for three
months and they healed me." (Signed)
Mrs. B. A. Tozer, June 5, 1914.

Paris, Dec. 2. "As long as the enemy treads French soil, It is not seemly for Paris to laugh," says Prefect f..vs in
j
of Police Laurent In reply to the reThose countries which are 'big
newed appeals of dramatic artists for creditors of the neutrals have natur
the reopening of theaters and music
ally a special strength in war time, in
halls.
that maturing liabilities are readily
"No new permits sliall be issued taken up. This is most distinctly
and no permits previously accorded seen in the case of England, which
shall be renewed bo long as the Ger- under normal circumstances invests
mans occupy any part of France." between $50,000,000 and $75,000,000
UNSIGHTLY PIMPLES ON FACE
he declares; consequently a few mov- per mouth abroad, this being the nor
New Sharon, Iowa. " Two or three years
ing picture shows, one solitary music mal form for the application of the ago pimples began to come on my face and
hall and one orchestral concert con- sun.lus of England's balance against I had dandruff. The pimples made a very
unsightly appearance.
They were red and
stitute the amusements of Paris.
foreign countries. Should England numerous, some came to a head and festered
The poor artists, who are known row, as might be the case, cease to and the itching caused me to scratch them.
rather for their generosity than for make these Investments the corres- The dandruff on my head could be plainly
seen. I used two cakes of Cuticura Soap
their thrift, are reduced to the neces- ponding araonnt would Btand at her and
two boxes of Cuticura Ointment and
sity of applying for the government mcnthly disposal.
am now free from pimples and dandruff.'!
allowance to the unemployed, and here I This explains the excellent 'inan- - (Signed) Clyde Firebaugh, May 11, 1914.
these
easy livers, are Vii RtrAncth of Kneland lust now.
Samples Free by Mail
net with a humiliating rebuff.
(England is the capitalist par excel- A single cake of Cuticura Soap (25c.) and
"Your dress is too elegant," or lence who can ive on the leturns of box of Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are often
"you pay too high a rental," or "your her cnptal, and who, thanks to her sufficient when all else has tailed. Sold
furniture Is too rich to justify an ap- - VpsnnrcRB. ran force' the whole world throughout the world. Sample of each
Skin Book. Address
mailed free, with 32-plication for government aid," are the to contribute towards her war ex
d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
cases.
In
many
replies they get
psnditure."
The average season's receipts of
C. D. MILLER SUED
Paris amusements is 30,000,000 francs
Wheezing! n the lungs indicates that
or $6,000,000 and a small portion of nhlnfm fa nhflt.mctine the air Das- - Santa Fe, Dec. 2. What Is perhaps
to- that amount, the directors contend, sases.
HOREHOUND a case wlthout Precedent was filed
BALLARD'S
in the district court for Santa Fe
would suffice to see the 70,000. people SYRUP
day
loosens the phlegm so that It
county, by the National Surety com
who depend upon the theater for a can be
coughed up and ejected. Price
timei?.
hard
the
pany against former State Engineer
They
living through
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Charles D. Miller, asking for judg
the Theater
recall that in 1870-7- 1
Central Drug Co. Adv.
ment for $400. When Miller was in
Francais continued its performances
the state's employ he signed a number
even when the Germans were shellMardi Gras will bring Freddie Welsh
of checks in blank. An employe of
ing Paris and Mont Valerlen.
for
to
Orleans
New
and Joe Mandot
his office filled out the checks and
The artists and employes of the
a match. Mandot will give the champ
the
drew the money for his own personal
and
opera, the Opera Comique
a tussle.
use. The state asked Miller to refund
Theater Francais are cared for by a
the
money thus lost, but Miller remonthly allowance. One of the
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
l
music-halartists !s selling
fused. The state then demanded the
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS', as they National
vegetables near the Port Saint Martin,
Surety company which had
of the disease.
A comedian of the Folles Dramatiques cannot reach the seat
given $10,000 bond for Miller, to make
a blood or constitutional
is earning a living In a butcher shop. Catarrh Is
the refund. The surety company
to cure it you demurred at
One of the prize graduates of the disease, and in order
first but when 1t found
Internal remedies. Hall's that it would have
conservatory Is mailing clerk in a must take
difficulty in doing
is taken internally, and
business in New Mexico unless It sat
newspaper office, and one of the great Catarrh Cure
mubaritones la driving a cab. A great acts directly upon the blood and
isfied the demands of the state pre
is
Cure
Hall's
cous
Catarrh.
surface.
General
sented through Attorney
many others are In the trenches along
not a quack medicine. It was pre- Frank W.
the Aisne.
Clancy, it paid and now sues
The Baritone Renaud, has enlisted scribed by one of the best physicians to recover the money from Miller.
at the age of 53, on the condition that in this country for years and Is a regSuit was also filed by Evelyna u
he be incorporated in a fighting regi ular prescription. It is composed of Cunningham vs. H. F. Stephens, John
ment. He has been made a corporal. the best tonics known, combined witn Pflueger, the Unites States Bank and
Revnal. the vouneest "societaire" the best blood purifiers, acting direct Trust company, et al., on a note for
on the mucous surfaces. The per
or the Theater Francais, was killed
$3,000 secured by property on Hill
at Meaux, In the battle of the Marne. feet combination of the two wonder-militar- side avenue.
his colleague, is in the dients is what produces such
results in curing catarrh. Send
GERMANY IS UNITED
hospital at Monilucon, suf-.ffree,
for
testimonials,
in
fering from penumonia contracted
Berlin, Dec. 2 (via London). Ad
the march to Charlerol; he is nursed F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O. dressing a committee of the retenstag
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
there by another colleague, his wife,
the
Dr. von Bethmann-HollweHall s Family Pills for consti- today
Take
of
a
member
Is
who
Mile. Robinne,
in
praise
chancellor,
spoke
imperial
pation.
the Red Cross staff.
of the good spirit shown by the Ger
man army and navy f nd the unity of
the German people dn the present
struggle. The reichstag meets tomor
row. The chancellor will then express
before a full sitting of the body his
views on the general political situa
tion.
free-hearte-

post-car-

CROW'S NEST

Young Boy Did Not Mean to Be
come Stowaway, But Could
Not Help It.

AT PLAY ON STEAMER
Big Ship Sailed and the Little Lad
Took Refuge Up on the Huge Fore
mast Where a Sailor Discovered
Him.
Brooklyn, N. Y. A little twelve-year- old boy gazed .'wistfully from the officers' deck of the steamer Verona,
arriving from Naples, as guided by
two tiny tugs she swiehed slowly
through the water Into her berth In
South Brooklyn. The youngster looked

askance at the stolid purser, pleading
to he left on shore. But a stowaway,
even If only a twelve-year-olchild,
must remain on board and little Mon
frinl remained.
On the second day out from the Bay
of Naples, a grizzled Beaman clam
bered down from tne dizzy foremast
ilh a bundle" huddled close in his
rms, which upon investigation by
the curious passengers turned out to
be a;
youngster hud
dling in fear. The seaman had found
ihe slight wisp of a youngster curled
loft in the perch of the crow's nest,
sound asleep.
Brought before the commandant, the
little stowaway was too frightened at
first to say a word. Then he lisped
between sobs and sniffles a tale that
moved the etout seadoga. He wanted
to be a real sailor, like those who sail
in the "big ships that have smoke
stacks" to lands far, far away. His
papa, the youngster plaintively con
tinued, always kept saying no and no.
So what could little Giuseppe do? He
ran away to the boats to set out to
sea.
Up, up the huge foremast of the big
ships that had smokestacks clambered
the little Giuseppe with several of his
while the Verona was
companions
loading her cargo In the Neapolitan
port. Near the very height of the
where they had reached a
world all to themselves, the youngsters
stopped and began playing with amazing daring the game of sailor. When
the watchman on deck finally caught
sight of the imps crawling along the
lanyards, he got them down by the
nape of the neck, administered a
thrashing and sent the bad boys home
to their mammas. The youthful seamen limped home weeping with the
exception of Gttriieppe. Him, the ex- d

twelve-year-ol-
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PRIMARY DAY AT SCHOOL.
New York, Dec. - Today is pri
mary day at the suffrage school con2-

ducted by the Equal Franchise league
and the young lady students are se
lecting their nominees for the election
which they will hold on December 15.
EAST LAS VEGAS
The Evidence Is Supplied by Local
IN
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Testimony
If the reader wants stronger proof
than the following statement and experience of a resident of East Las
Vegas, what can It be?
806 National Ave.,
A. Underwood,
East Las Vegas, says: "Doan's Kidney Pills, which I got at the Center
Block Pharmacy, brought me relief
from backache and kidney trouble.
Since then, I have used them off and
on, whenever I have needed a kidney
medicine and they have done good
work. If my kidneys aren't
acting
just right or my back Is aching, I
can depend on Doan's Kidney Pills
to drive away thees ailments. I have
recommended Doan's Kidney Pills to
a great many people and all have
been well satisfied with them."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask ,for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
nderwood had. Foster-Mllbur?"r.
Co, Props., Buffalo, N. Y. Adv.
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Up the Foremast.

cited watchman had not seen, and the
young Monfrinl was too terrified to
venture down the long dizzy rope up
which he had earlier climbed.
When the whistles blew their fare
well and the tall mast began to tremble against the sky, and the crowded
piers and the harbor craft with masts
began to recede gradually from the
perch where Monfrinl was huddled, the
youngster at first felt elated with excitement. At laot he waa like a real
sailor on a big ship that had a smokestack. But soon he saw the friendly
shore fading away in the distance and
only the sky, vast,
empty
and friendless, surrounding his gaze at
every side, and he began to wish his
companions were still with hlra. His
feeling of loneliness gave way to a
gnawing hunger. He began to tremble
violently, his lips quivered; he looked
down at the dizzy deck below and he
began to cry. Nobody heard, he was
so high from the deck, and all alone
be finally sobbed himself to sleep.
H'mph! So yon wanted to be a
sailorman, eh?" asked Commandant
Gull, in his deepest of tones, not unlike
the rumbling of distant thunder.
"Non, Maestro, non I want to oh,
please take me back to my papa."
And Giuseppe will, Indeed, go back to
his papa, a prominent Sienese railway
official, whose entreaties had sent the
police of three countries scouring all
corners of Europe for the little Giusep
pe, who, it was feared, had been kidnaped. A wireless message from the
Verona had reassured the father.
Comes High!
St. Petersburg. The czar's latest
rip 1,200 miles cost $500,000; most
f it was spent for protection.

Simple Explanation of the Age-OlMyth That Surrounds the
Golden Fleece.

Sick headache is nearly
always
caused by disorders of the stomach.

d

Correct them and the periodic attack

ii

gold-bearin- g

n

high-grad-

at

e

e

Sick Two Years With Indigestion
"Two years ago I was greatly ben
efited through using two or three bot
tles of Chamberlain's Tablets,'' writes
Mrs. S. A. Keller, Elida. 0.,
"Be
fore taking them I was sick for two
years with indigestion." Sold by
dealers. Adv.
Clambered

Sick Heaaaclie

FOR OLD LEGEND

of sick headache will disappear. Mra.
John Bishop of Roseville, Ohio, writes:
With Magic Effect, Great Rem-- In the
legend of the Golden Fleece "About a
year ago I was troubled with
lies hidden the record of an ancient
edy Makes Disease
and had sick headache
indigestion
method of the Tibarenl, the Bons of
Disappear.
that lasted for two or three days at a
of
for
the
collection
The
Tubal,
gold.
north coast of Asia Minor produced time. I doctored and tried a number
large quantities of the precious metals, of remedies but nothing helped me
as well as copper and iron. Gold was until during one of those tick spells
found in the gravel, as often happens a friend advised me to take Chamberstill in streams draining from copper lain's Tablets. Thla medicine reliev-e- d
regions. The gold in copper ores,
me
a short time." For sale by
insignificant all dealers. Adv.
originally
containing
acamounts of the precious metal,
cumulates In the course of ages, and
SIMPLIFYING
MISSOURI LAWS
sometimes forms placers of astonishJefferson City, Mo., Dec. 2. The
ing richness.
The ancient Tibareni washed the code revision commission appointed
At almost any drug atore yon may b- tain b. B. ts., tne famous blood purifier.
gravel, first by booming, by Governor Major to simplify the
then
and you
have the veritable wizard
relai code of criminal and civil court
that makes all blood troubles vanish. Your which concentrated the gold into
prostomach takes kindly to S. S. S., It rushes tively small amounts of sand. This cedure, will resume its session
here
Into your blood, 1b a purifying ware, makes was then collected and washed through
tomorrow, la order to draft its report
the liver, kidneys, bladder and skin work sluices
having the bottoms lined with to
In harmony ; stops accumulations that have
the governor. The commission
would
sink into
caused rheumatism, catarrh, swollen glands, sheepskins. The gold
sore throat and skin eruptions.
the wool, while the sand would be will recommend that ne further sub
Just as food makes blood, so does B. a. a. washed
mission of constitutional amendments
away in the swift current.
follow the process of digestion to stimu
The skins were removed from the ho made to the voters, because of the
late natural secretions to protect as against
the ravages of disease germs. We are well sluices, the coarsest gold shaken out, wholesale slaughter of amendments
aware of the fact that these germs are and the fleeces, still
glittering with and measures at the recent election.
apt to be latent within us to break forth the
yellow metal, were hung upon Over 150 bills have been
in violent eruptions of the skin whenever
prepared for
the system Is In a low state of resistance.
boughs to dry so that the rest of the
most
submission,
them
of
aimed at
And It is to both prevent these eruptions gold
might be beaten from them, and the
or to get rid of them that Nature gave ns
in the
of
simplification
procedure
witsaved.
The
Greek
mariners,
early
such an ally as B. 8. S.
It Is Durelv
courts and elimination of red tape and
vegetable, contains no mercury, and yet It nessing this process, carried home
overcomes those serious troubles for which tales of the wonderful riches of a lund unnecessary delay?.
mercury has been employed for ages. In
every community are people who know this where a warlike race of miners hung
to be true. They owe to S. S. 8. their golden fleeces upon the trees In the
Gas In the stomach comes from food
recovery. Get a bottle today. Eefuse all grove of Ares.
which
has fermented. Get rid of this
substitutes. Read the folder around the
After so many millenniums the
bottle that tells of the wonderful work
food SB quickly as posbadly
digested
being done by the medical department In metalliferous Country of Tubal-Caiassisting users of 8. 8. 8. For a special Is once more coming into prominence. sible if you would avoid a bilious
book on blood troubles address The Swift
tack; HERBINE is the remedy you
The natives still cull the
Specific Co., 51 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
copper ore, and break it into smalls, need. It cleanses and strengthens the
which they cover with wood and roast stomach, liver and bowels, and re
TALK UNEMPLOYMENT
AND WAR to matte; they still work the matte in stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
furnaces to black copper, 50c. Sold by Central Drue Co. Adv
New Tork, Dec. 2. A dlscusBlon of forge-likwhich they ship to Alexandretta and
the unemployment situation through to Euxine
still make the
ports.
BEAUTIFY LINCOLN HIGHWAY
out the country will he one of the im famous carbonized They
iron that was celeWashington, Dec 2 A plan to beau"features
annual
meet
of
the
portant
brated as Damascus steel because It
ing of the National Civics federation, was distributed through this mart to tify the Lincoln highway, with memorwhich opens here tomorrow for ses- the rest of the world after receiving a ials, bridges and scenic effects is to
be adopted by the American Institute
sions of three days. The federation finish by local Damascene workmen.
These decadent methods, that give or Architects, now in convention here.
has gathered the opinions of manufaca hint of the approved practice of the The
plan was drawn by a special comturers, bankers, trade journals, char father of
metallurgy, will soon become
ity and labor organization as to the wholly extinct, for the modern miner mittee consisting of Elmer C. Jensen
outlook for this winter, and the re is studying the disseminated copper of Chicago, George Mills of Toledo
sult will be announced and discussed ores of the Black sea coast, and and Benjamin S. Hubbel of Cleveland,
The national threatening to rekindle on a magnifi representing1 the architects of the
by the civic workers.
from
the
war, and cent scale the smoldering fires of country, organized in, 48 states.
problems arising
Tubal-Cain- .
Argonaut.
the lessons we have learned ae to
Liime back may come from overforeign policy will be subjects of ad
"SEC" IS LEADING
work, cold settled In the muscles ot
dresses. An interesting report will be
Dec. 2. Secundino Ro
Santa
the back, or from disease. In the two
that of the Social Insurance com mero of Fe,
Las Vegas was- in Santa Fe former cases the
mission of the Federation, which spent
right remedy la
consulting with political lead- BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It
several months . mafcing an inquiry today
ers regarding the speakership of the
should be rubbed in thoroughly over
into the subject in Europe. Inasmuch house.
He has pledged thus tar 12 the affected
part, the relief will be
Be the commission consists of a rep
members of the house in favor of his
Price 25c,
prompt and satisfactory.
resentative of wage earners, an. emcandidacy for speaker and needs hut 60c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
by
a
and
social
insurance expert, three more to
ployer
give him the majority Central Drue Co. Adv.
it may be expected that the contro- - of the republican
caucus. According
versional questions as well as the so to reports, neither Nestor Montoya
CHAPMAN IS HOME
cial and economic benefits to employ nor E. P. Davles have more than five
Santa
Fe, Dec. 2. Kenneth M. Chapers and employes will be adequately votes pledged thus far in their camman of the School of American Arcovered. It is concerned with insur paign.
chaeology, returned last evening after
ance plans relating to sickness, death
a year's absence in Washington, D. C,
benefits for "widows and orphans, old
SUPREME COURT REPORT
where he has been at work In the na
age pension and unemployment the
Santa Fe, Dec. 2. Supreme Court tional museum and in New York where
emergencies which bring misfortune Reporter Judge John R. McFio has gotseveral months at the Art
to wage earners.
The workmen's ten as far as the index on Volume IS he spent
Students' league during the summer.
compensation department will sug- of the New Mexico supreme court, He
to leave
for San

gest main provisions requisite to adequate workmen's compensation laws,
taking into consideration the best
features of the statutes now existing
in 24 states.

The

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Mother's Favorite
"I eive Chamberlain's Cough Remhave
when
they
edv to my children
cold3 or coughs," writes Mrs. Verne
Shaffer, Vandergrift, Pa. It always
to any
helps them and is far superior
other cough medicine I have used. 1
advise anyone in need of such a medicine to give it a trial." For sale by
all dealers. Adv.

2, 1914.
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Kept Awake With Itching and Burn
ins;. Face Was Pitted. Affected
Different Parts of Body. Cuticura
boap and Ointment Healed.

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

CIVIL SERVICE
Chicago, Dec.

2

Diego to do

art

work.

Mrs. McClain's Experience With Croup

"When my hoy, Ray, was small he
was subject to croup, and I was al
ways alarmed at such tim'is. Cham
berlain's Cough Remedy proved far

better than any other for this trouble.
It always relieved him quickly. I am
never without it in the house for I
know it is positive cure for croup,"
writes Mrs. W. R. McClain, Blairsville,.
Pa. For sale by all dealers. Av.

Subscribe for The Optic.

REFORMERS MEET
Miss Jane Addams,

vi.i- - f hmtmas
Shopping Us.tr

and
Russell Whitman, president,
Charles J. Bonaparte, formerly attor
ney general of the United States, will
be the speakers at the annual meet
ing of the National Civil Service Re
form league, which opens here tomor
row.

g

shortly

expects

bringing the court's decisions up to
April 20, this year. This the second
volume already of the state supreme
that
court's opnions, demonstrating
business keeps up despite the fact that
statehood deprived the court of fed
eral jurisdiction. It took two years
under the territorial regime to make
one volume of opinions. The new vol
ume will have several new wrinkles
which will make it more convenient
for attorneys.
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Samples on display and prices cheerfully
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PERSONALS

Charles Hannick came in today
from Denver fori a short business vis-

Marguerite Robinson arrived
today from Trinidad. She will stay
a few days.
Mrs. J. van .Houten left today for
her JiQmeIn .Raton. She has been
visiting here for a few days.
W. T. Wilding left today for Los
Ang61s;iVrr. Wilding is a business
coast city, but has been
man
spending some time here.
James;M Davidson of Albuquerque
arrived in Las .Vegas this afternoon.
:
the manager oi tne
M; DaTWS0n-,;i8Finnigan-Browcompany, and is here
t;of 'that concern.
The Misses I. and E. Bendheim or
Altoona.'Penna., arrived in Las Vegas
yesterday? I afternoon. They visited
Mr. and Mrs. Charles llfeld of this
city, Reaving today for Albuquerque,
wnere . ineyy win visa mi. auu mm.
Albert Stern.
'; Mr, flM Mrs. R. A. St Clair, Mr. St.
Clair'a father, G. A. St Clair, and Mr.
and Mrs. C. Dale Colburn, all of Kala
mazoo, Mich., are here to spend the
winter, for the benefit of Mrs. St.
Clair's health. Mr. St Clair is a
newspaper mam, having been employed in the circulation department of
the ' Kalamazod'tjazette.
Miss
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CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS
l;

$50,000.00

AND

.

ness visitor in town today.
Jacob Davidhizer, a mesa farmer,
was in town today purchasing supplies. .
G. P. Sanchez of Watrous was in
Las Vegas today to attend to personal
.
affairs.
C. H. Herbllng came into town yesbusiterday from Denver for a brief
ness stay.
Manuel Maes, a rancher from Maes,
N. M., came into town this morning
f
to purchase supplies.
A. C. Voorhees came in last night
from Raton. Mr. Voorhees is an attorney, and is here on legal business.
Prank Kibler of Denver arrived in
Las Vegas last night. He will stay
here a short time to attend to business
affairs.
Elias Ortiz ..and Luciano Martinez,
two rancherf.Crom ' the neighbornooa
of Mora, were in town today on business.
,
Norton Nelson of Denver was here
on business today. Mr. Nelson is
welL known here, - having traveled
the past 43
through this country-io- r

II"
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Treasurer
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years.

E. Meredith, who has been in Las
on account
Vegas for a few months
of a broken leg. left yesterday for his

home at Lawrence, Kan. Meredith
was in . the Santa Fe hospital since
August i31. :. iv)'.
AnJ. H. Flint left today.. Jar, Los
will stay with
He
visit.
a
for
geles
E. R. Collins. Mr.
his brother-in-law- ,
Collins is well known here, having at
one time resided in this city. At that
time he was connected with The Optic.
Senator Thomas B, Catron and,,Reed
Holloman of Santa Fe arrived, in
town yesterday evening. Catron and
'
Holloman are members of the legal
firm of Catron and Catron of the Capital City. They are here to attend the
Mon-toyhearing of the case of J. Hilario
New
and
the
vs. T. B. Catron
comStock
Live
and
Land
Mexico
here.
pany, that is to be argued

a

AMMONS TOLD A

STRIKE WAS

KEEP 0K0AMZA1 iUN

cosii

OF POSSIBLE AMALGAMATION OR
DISINTEGRATION

THEY DENY REPORTS

(Continued From Page One.)
might require united action.
"What provision, was made for ex
penses?", asked Chairman Walsh.
It was, by consat or silence giv
ing eonsemtf that the expenses were
t"'be-'bornequally. But the actual
wee
'borne- by the large comepnseS
panies the Colorado Fuel and Iron
ccmifany, the 'Victor American and
the Rocky Mountain Fuel company,
said "Mr, Osgood.

MOOSEHEART

'

Union5 Convention

-

....

i

Called

Indianapolis, Dec. 2. After calling
convention, of' the members of s.the
United Mine Workers of America,' Ifl
Tat the Loyal Order of Moose had Colorado
in Denver beginning
a greater increase in membership next Monday, Dec. 27, the executive
in the year 1913 than all other fra board of "the""international organiza
ternities in America combined?
tion adjourned its meetings here;, to
day. The convention of the Colorado
That the essets of the Supreme
miners is cllled to discuss the sitija-tlo- n
to
amount
and subordinate Lodges
in the" State and also the appointmilmore than three and one-hal- f
ment
president Wilson of a comlion Dollars?
mission"' to arbitrate future disagree
That the Subordinate Lodges of ments between the miners and the
the Lolay Order of Moose paid over coal 'mine-'- ' owners of Colorado.
'Thei!recbmmendations of the InterTwo Million Dollars to sick, needy
and distressed members during the national executive board regarding the
strike will be conveyed to the
year 1913?
a committee composed of
That the lodges of the Loyal Order Vice ' President Frank J. Hayes and
of Moose pay a weekly sick benefit, Board MemTsers John R. Lawson, Den
a death benefit and, many lodges ver; Robert i I. Harlin, Seattle, Wash.:
furnish free medical attention to Adam Wilkinson, Roundup, Mont;
the members and their families?
Paul Paulsen, Rock Springs, Wyo.;
That the motto of the Loyal Order No Intimation of tne nature of the
of Moose means brotherhood in
recommendations was permitted to be
A true
practice instead of theory?
made public here.
Moose allows his obligation to enia
ter into his daily life in a business
as well as social manner.
DO YOU KNOW

a

i

.

i;

That the Loyal Order of Moose
a vocational
have tstablished
school for the the benefit of mem
bers and, their families at Moose-

heart

111.,

.

which, when;; completed,

best equipped and the
kind in the world?
its
of
largest
This institution insures an educa-

social-fratern-

HARRY CUTLER. Sec'y
HOTEL ROMAINE

OF

CONSTRUCTOR

-

American commission in Belgium.
There are various committees in this
country, collecting supplies, but Americans should be sure to consign everything to the American commission.
"While the people of Holland are
making no appeals for help in the relief of the Belgian refugees In Holland,, I know they welcome, gifts of
total
food
and clothing from' Americans and
The question of moving the headthese should be sent in care 'of the
quarters from' New York was raised
American legation at The Hague."
by several speakers, but no action
was taken.
.

total vote for one progressive party
'
ai 1,764,125, divided as follows:
New England States, 70,171;' Middle
Atlantic states, 311,390;
South At
lantic, 73,736; middle west, 623,552,
and western, 667,192.
three
Only
southeirn states
Alabama, Georgia
and Louisiana were included in the
?

Chicago. Dec. 2. Reports of a pos
the progressive
sible a'nw
parry wiin eitner tne aemocims or
republican parties were characterized
as "idle fancies" and reports that
;
disbandment of the progressive party
LAMAR WILL NOT
was a possibility equally ridiculed by
TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES
members of the progressive party exe
Santa Fe. Dec. 2. The department
cutive committee who held a conferof education today issued first grade
ence here today.
certificates to Irene Smith of
Party leaders from 32 states who
Grace Lightbourn of Yankee;
attended the conference showed no
W. W. Barlow of Queen; Lillian G. SAYS HE WILL LET CASE GO TO
outward lack of entnusiasm for their
Huggett of Lordsburg; Mabel Harper
THE JURY UPON ITS OWN
party, when stale chairmen told of of
of Am
Fletcher
Pearl
MERITS
Mescalero;
i
conditions in their states.
mo; and a third grade certificate to
George W.. Perkins of New York, Sarah E. Lewis of Magdalena.
New Yorkj Dec. 2. The government
chairman of the committee, presided.
rested its case against David
today
After these talks it was the intention
o ntrial on an indictment
Lamar,
executive
into
to
of the committee
go
charging him with representing him
NOT TIME
session. Members of the committee
self as Mitchell Palmer with intent to
W.
were
who were present
George
defraud J. P. Morgan and Company
Perkins, New York: William Flinn,
and the United States- Steel corporaPEACE
PROPOSE
TO
Pennsylvania;. Walter F Brown, Ohio,
tion. The Eovernment's case was
and Jane Addams ana Medill McCor- with the testimony of Lewis
closed
mick, Illinois.
Cass
Ledyard.
VAN DYKE
SAYS THE
Among the other prominent leaders HENRY
Mr. Ledyard testified in detail as to
PRESIDENT HAS NOT CHANG.
in attendance were O A. Van Valken- alleged telephone talks on February,ED HIS MIND
burg, Philadelphia; Senator Moses E.
represented
1913 with a party who
Clapp, Minnesota; Hugh T. Halbert,
as Mr. Palmer. The witness
Gifford pinchot, PennsylSt. Paul;
Washington, Dec. i. HenrY Van himself
varied little from publishvania;. Charles M. Thompson, Chi- Dyke, minister to tbe Netherlands, testimony
of the alleged efforts
accounts
ed
Wilioa
President
cago; Raymond Kobbins, Chicago; took luncheon with
to have J. P. Morgan
Lamar
Charles E. Burbank, Massachusetts; today and discussed the European sit- - made by
a lawyer
Lauterbach,
Edward
I employ
William Allen WTiite, Kansas; Victor uation. Dr. Van Dyke has denied that
,
of Lamar.
friend
and
tne
from
he
R.
Garfield,
brings any peace proposal
Murdock, Kansas; James
case to
hia
will
allow
David
Lamar
Queen of Holland and said today he
Ohio, and Frank H. Funk, Illinois.
any
without
to
entering
the
jury
go
measures
relief
to
discuss
intended
.; Mr, Perkins called attention to the
announced
so
counsel
His
defense.
vote of progressives in the November With the president.
had rest
After his visit to the White House, today after the government
elections and declared that when ana
to
motion
usual
the
and
case
ed its
lyzed it showed a condition far from Dr. Van Dyke said there had been no
been
had
Indictments
the
dismiss
tallying with the Idea of disintegra- change in the position of the presi
Counsel declared
dent, as generally understood, that made and denied.
tion.
allow the case
ta
was
Lamar
willing
Victor Murdock, Gifford Pinchot the present was not the moment in
own merits.
on
its
the
to
to
jury
go
of
to
advance
peace.
proposals
Senator, Clapp and James R. Garfield which
were among those'' who. reported on Dr. Van Dyke also discussed with the
GOVERNOR ON TRIAL
political conditions In their states. president the relief of the Belgians.
Ore., Dec. 2. Circuit Judge
Baker,
Dr.
said
declaraIn
hia
"It
is
was
firm
desirable,"
them
highly
of
Each',
Anderson overruled today
RblnGustave
fill
rvtrlr
Van
"that
tion that the party organization should
of Governor Oswald
the
demurrer
iments
food
for
the
of
and
clothing
be continued.
to the complaint of
others
West
and
O. K. Davis presented a tabulation 'Belgians should be sent through the
William Wiegand and H. A Stewart,
co partner. These are saloon men and
are suing the governor and his agents
for $7,500 damages for the destrucI
tion of their saloon business when he
last
sent the militia to Copperfield
defendthe
court
The
gave
January.
ants until December 5 to file an answer to the complaint. The case is
December 7.
i set for trial
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bers of the order.
That the Loya.1 Order of Moose has
now over a half million members
in 1 500 lodges, and is the third
order In the
largest
world?
be no
At Mooseheart there,' will ,
a,
shown'
prefernce
creed
church or
of thf?
Jk; the. religious, training
hVirirP,n. The conditions that pre- Valf within the halls of the lodge
of the Loyal Order of Moose will
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and
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u
worship their God accormng to
conscience.
own
their
of
dictates
Pictures descriptive Of this great
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dispensation has been secured
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at
received
be
shore time. For further information call on or phone

of the votes of the progressive party
in the November election, giving the

PR0GHESS1VES WILL

11ED

,

(Continued from Page One)

firm built the parts of several sub
own
marines,, consigned them to its
mem
soia
asencv in Russia and then
to thd 'riosalan government Although
tha transaction was kept secret unt'il
the shipmeritSvas concluded, jti wasj
law .had. .been .violated.!
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Warm Gloves
and Mittens
THE GOLDEN RULE STORE
Has an excellent assortment at their

'

from
'if? 'tiwah
and
wlier&he?Vi8ited.Gsirmany
Europe,'
England.- - On Bis return it was said
he brought" contracts for many million
dollars :worth of war supplies ior tne
British government. It was suggest
ed today; that he might also have dis
cussed that fact with Secretary Bryan.
Amprican manufacturers of motor
trucks Recently have been making ex
hibition tests at Mr. Schwab's BethiehAm nlant and it has been reported
that fiveral hundred motors for mili
Mr.
tary, uie .were being bought by
Schwab's company ior me amen.
recentlvireturned

'tnt-- r

PIEODA IS DEAD
IVrne.'
Switzerland, Dec.

;:Always Popular Lower Prices:

'Children's MItteng Warm Knit Gloves for Girls' and Boys
Knit Gloves for Ladles, and Men
Boys' Leather Mlttensi, lined.
.
Men's Leather Mittens, lined
Fur Gauntlet Gloves from

39c

Misses' and

Boys' Rubbers.. 49c

Ladies' Rubbers,
Men's Rubbers

8o and
,

'

--

90

EXPLOSIQN

IN ENGLAND

Bedford, .England, Dec 2. A large
stock of lyddite exploded today in a
chemical works near this city. Six
men were killed and many others injured. Hundreds of wtnawsi in Bradford and nearby towns were broken.
The people were in great alarm, some
o! them believing that the noise was
the roar of the guns of an invading
German army.

2Dc

2uc
49c and 25c
9i and 25c

(via
wno
Pieoua,
Baptiste
Jean
Paris).
waa minister of Switzerland to the
United States in 102, died yesterday
1
ac Anzio In Italy, near Rome.
2

On

to

$2.25

:

98c
Child's Overshoes
Youths' and Boys' O'shoes.$1.25
$1.25
Ladies' Overshoes
Overshoes -- $1.25
Men's
Overshoes.. ..$1.98
Men's
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For Fall and Winter should b
ordered now.
We have a complete line of foreign and domestic suitings, com

prising all the latest weave, and
jj;
i

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

CHASi

LEiid

TAILOR

ad
vices reached today by the Havas
agency from Nish contain the admis
sion that the Austrans have won fur
ther victories in Servla after a nnm- bor of rear guard actions.
The Servian troops were forced to
the
fall back oti December 1 from

D5ast Las Venas, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M,
Pecos, N. M.
Trinidad. Colo.
Rowe, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
E, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vloe-Pres- t.
Clarence Iden, Secy. Treas.
Dooald Steward,
C. C. Robblns,

GROSS: KELLY & GO,

SERVIANS ADMIT LOSSES
London, Dec. 2.

:

La

t::r
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ADVISES HUMAN MUZZLES

POSTOFFICE CLOSED
Santa Fe, Dec. 2. The postoffiee
department has ordered the postoffiee
at Harrington, Union county, to be
Mail addressed to It
discontinue!,
will be sent to Gladstone in the same
county in the future, while the supplies have "Been ordered sent to Santa
a
Fe.

98c and 49c

LAS VEGAS' BUSIEST STORE

YO
Ul
i
gSUlT

Jacksonville, Fla., Dec 2 "To give
humanity what it is entitled to from
s hygenic standpoint you would have
to place gause muzzles on more than
90 per cent of the people. '
This declaration was made by Dr.
W. G. Ebersole, secretary and treasurer of the National Mouth. Hygiene
association in his addres nt the joint
meeting of that organization with the
American Public Hearth association
here today.
"We muzzle dogs to avoid one kind
of disease," continued Dr. Ebersole,
"why not muzzle people to avoid the
many other kinds of disease? It
might be ideal but hardly practical."

Wholes aJa Grocers

-- Semi-official

.

Read The Optic Want Ada.

49c

4
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RUBBERS & OVERSHOES
Child's Rubbers

l

,
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Grand Junction, Colo., Dee. 22. The
BIG LEGITIMACY SUIT
body of B. W. Toothaker, 59, a wealthy '
Sltassby legipec. 2.-London,
who
disappeared
Palisade fruit raiser,
on the
which
is
based,
suit,
timacy
on August 19 sanitarium at Glenwood
'claim of Lieutenant II. Slingsby of
'of
a
clump
Springs, was found under
San Francisco, to tha English for- bushes near Glenwood Springs last
night Toothaker had suffered from
softening of the brain.

I

and

15

tunes and estates of the Rev. H.
Slingsby in Yorkshire.
fore lb Dl'Obate nnnrt tniiav
Thla,
suit involves the question whether the
infant born in San Francisco and declared to be the lawful son of Charles
R. Slingsby and his wife, Dorothy, is
tne rigntiui successor to the valuable
Slingsby estate.
Lieutenant Slingsby inherited an
English estate, but, by a special provision, an additional estate valued at
$500,000 was to go to his heirs. Ia
1910 Mrs. Slingsby gave birth to a
child in San Francisco.
Testimony
taken before the district attorney of
MAHAN ELECTED
San Francisco tended to show that the
Cambridge, Mass., Dec. 2. Edward Slingsby heir had died and that a
William Mahan, of Uatlck, Mass., half child belonging to a Mrs. Lillian An
back on the Harvard fooimll team for derson of California had been substithe last two years, was chosen cap- tuted.
tain of the 1915 team at a meeting
of the 1914 squad today.
AMERICANS FILE PROTESTS
Washington. Dec. 2. Protests from
GLICK IS CAPTAIN
American exporters! notably western
Princeton, N. J., Dec. 2. Frank beef packers against American con
Glick of Pittsburgh today was elected signments to Europe being held up by
captain of the Princeton football team British authorities were discussed tofor 1913. He played on the freshman day at a conference between Sir Cecil
team, here, and has for two years been Spring-Rice- ,
the .British ambassador.
a member of the 'varsity, playing at and Counsellor Lansing, of the etata
halfback and quarterback.
department The practice ct American exporters consigning goods "to
DARING AVIATOR KILLED
order" also was discussed. In all cas
.' Los
J. es of detention so far the department
Angeles, Dec. 2. Thomas
Hill, an aviator, 2o fears old, was had lodged a formal protest m writing.
killed today near Venice, a suburb.
while looping the loop. Hill fell about
champion four
Etawah, the 2:03- 2,000 feet
year old, has recovered his sight according to Jones, his owner.
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MISSING BODY FOUND

region around Oudjitze and Koclerit-che- .
The retreat, it is said, was made
in eood order.
Heavy fighting has occurred near
Souvabor, Where the Austrlans con
centrated large forces and succeeded
in capturing two important points.
The fighting along the Kolubra riv
er is said to have been attended with
some success for the' Servians. In an
engagement near Lazarevatz "'on November 28 the Servians are reported
to have taken positions of the enemy,
capturing 27 officers and about 2,000
men.
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hides a PELTS, lumber.
NAVAJO BLANKETS

BAIN WAGONS
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SHAPED
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HONORABLE

MERE

MENTION

IS

automobile
Jinks So Speeder's
ran over a tramp? What will they do

to

him?
Binks

The
Oh!
nothing.
doesn't give medals for tramps.
BAD EGQ

Eaat Bound
Arrive
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STUNT

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
S
p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul; G.
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo
cal Deputy. Visiting members are especially welcome and cordially Invited.

COX

KILLS EAGLE

Santa Fe, Deo. 2. The largest eagle
killed of late years in New Mexico,
was brought down by Hal Cox on the
San Agustin ranch. The bird weighed 18 pounds and measured seven
feet, ten inches, with wings spread.

Dec.

Nimble
campaign.
fingers, upon payment of a nominal
sum, will skillfully wrap Christmas
packages and affix a Red Cross stamp
for those mailing Christmas gifts to a
distance and are too busy or too
to wrap packages neatly and
securely. In addition the committee
has designated an original Christmas
souvenir postal card which is to carry
a greeting from the "Well Country"
and "Nature's Sanitarium," and which
will be sold for a small sum, to swell
the
funds.

DE BACA HAS PICTURES

mi
dear.
The INew One I've doue so evei
since he told me that his one wiin'a wao
to see me happy. Puck,

m...., 1:11
m.... l:N

1:10 p. m....
I:SB a. m
4:20 p. m....

I....
I....

p, &

La

Miscellaneous

Wha
Mrs, Justwed (at breakfast)
a very little egg you've got. Isn't 1
ADMIRAL MAHAN DEAD
cute?
New York, Deo. 2. 'Private advices
Mr. Justwed
(after breakfast)
received here announce the death in
Cute! My dear, I should say It was
Washington Tuesday of Admiral Al
"chic."
fred T. Mahan, the naval expert and
writer, Admiral Mahan had been a
WORKS BOTH WAYS
patient In the naval hospital. He was
born at Westpoint, N. Y., 74 years ago,
and after notable service in the navy
was retired in 1896. He was recognized as an international authority on
naval warfare, and his writings and
criticisms of naval affairs atti acted
wide attention.. He was graduated
from the naval academy at Annapolis
and promoted through the various
grades until as a captain in 1896 he
was retired at his own request. Ten
years later, In 1906, he was advanced
to the grade of rear admiral, retired.

should always

1;6
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NEW PACKING PLANT
V

uns-skille- d

You

1:26 a.
-

Wait Sound
Arrive

1

2. A Christmas
booth in the Express offices will be
occupied this year by the committee
of the Santa Fe Woman's Club that is
selling Red Cross stamps to aid in the

t your husband's wishes,
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A GOOD

Courtesy helps business.
Yes, and good business
(takes a man feel a heap more polite,

m
p. m

p. nw. 1 . The . cattle indus- furnished KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-.
to receive
v.
V
'J lintv
I 1
f w
lil KJUIL
.
in
of
ITT, COUNCIL NO. 2390-M- eets
incorporation
'
W. O. W hall, Sixth street, on the
wmcn
is
ol
two big companies, each
TWO furnished rooms for light house- - first and
third Mondays of each
two
on
pri
the
range
for
negotiating
keeDinir. modern except heat; no month at 8 p. m.
Visiting brothers vate land grants, of about 50,000 acres
eick, no children. 810 Lincoln ave- and Ladies always welcome.
O. L.
each, one Just west of Santa e, ana
nue- JJ
"thiSd Freeman, President; Miss Cwa Mont thn other south of Cerrillos. Hand m
-ague. Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
that proposition is to go an
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; .
undertak.ng or feeding cattle and
.
W. Montague Assisian-- uepuvy,
AUiHsneep and the building of stockyards
Sixth street. East Las Vegas, N. Mi
and a meat packing plant. Already
FIRST CLASS dressmaking. Prices
B. F. Pankey has established
Senator
reasonable. 1103 Lincoln avenue.
BROTHERHOOD NO in southern Santa Fe county on the
FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday night ii Eaton
grant one of the biggest cattle
homesteads; advance infor O. R. C.
on Douglas avenue v outfits in central New Mexico, and
hall,
mation; counties Sain Miguel, Guad 8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor with these new concerns in business,
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant; dially welcome. J5 T. Buhler, Presl
there will be new opportunities to es
Btate township desired; will give
dent: Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary; tablish a packing house, especially
sections subject to entry; retainer C.
II. Baily, Treasurer.
since Santa Fe has three railroads
fee tl: pay typewriting. Ira M.
over which to ship the products.
14
N.
E., Washington,
Bond,
Eye St.,

FOR RENT Two room
house. Phone Main 351.

Santa Fe,

Wiggs
Woggs

e

Santa

SPANISH typewriting and shorthand
club
lessons by an easy and practical
method. D. Trarabley, 1119 Eleventh
6treet.

-
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OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
FOR CLAS1FIED ADVER-TISEMENTS

Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary word.s to a line,
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines.
charged
will be booked at space actually set U
VEGAS LODGE NO.
0 p
without regard to number of wordi.
4.. Meets every Monday evening at
Caeh in advance preferred.
their hall on Sixth street. AH vlsitsng
brethern cordially invited to attend.
JL Frledenatlno, N. Q.;
A. T. Rogers,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, SecretaryjKarl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
HORSE and buggy for sale. Inquire Cemetery Trustee.
of Perry Onion.
B. P. Ol "' ELKS Meets second ana
fourth Tuesday evening of each
BUICK 25, model 1915, run less than
600 miles, a bargain. 429 Grand month Elks home on Ninth street
avenue.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
The Inventor My airship is at
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring
least a novelty.
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
The Capitalist In what way?
cretary.
The Inventor It isn't cigar shaped

ALLCIGAR

The Old One

-

O. MOOSE Meets sectnd and
fourth Thursday
evening each
O.
hall. Visiting
W.
W.
at
month
munioatlon tint tad
Howard T.
invited
brothers
cordially
in
third Thursday
L.
secy.
Cutler,
each month. VUltlng Davis, Director; Harry
In
blathers cordially
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. s. vu KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
Pettea, Secretary.
fourth Thursday in O. R C. hall
memoere
LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding. Visiting
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR RB-1 are cordially Invited. Colbert Q.
conclave second Tuet- - Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. s.
Ma- 7 to ech month at
GEO. H. HUNKER
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Attorney-at-LaSmith, B. C; Chat. Tamme, Recorder.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
LA 8 VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
DR. F. S. HUXMANN
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
Ointlct
cation first Monday In each
Dental work of any deacrtotloa at
month at Masonlo Temple
moderate yricea
.
.
ft-e-f
H. P.: V. O. Biooa, Secre- - Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoi
Main 581. Residence Phone Main fit
W tary.
L. O.

'
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too.
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A. F.
LODGE NO.
A. M. Regular com
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AN O REGULAR OINNERi
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HANDLE
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Bv the way, how do you
your Ice crop here?
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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Forty-twsanta re, Dec
perb illustrations, tea of them In
colors, will form part of the annual
report of Game Warden T. C. de Baca,
the copy of which Is ready tor press.
The volume is to be the best advertisement of New Mexico's attractions
Rr sportsmen that has yet been issued. The game warden has accumulated something like $7,000 In the
game protection fund ami a part of
that is to be spent for publicity. The
copy for the report has been prepared
Padllla, a well
by Deputy Camillo
known newspaper man.

G &A L

ATJ D 'V7 O O D

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

RETAIL PRICES
2,000

pounds
pounds
200 pounds
SO pounds
Less than 50
1,000

'.'
or More, each dllvery.
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds, each delivery
pounds, each delivery

20c per 100 lbs.
.25c per 100 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
...40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

AGUA PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Mafd Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

i

WANTiADS

FIND WHAT YOU WANT
AND

(SELL WHAT YOU BUNT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out tho people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particu lar thing is worth most
THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
WANT ADS are inexpensive,
FIED. Try them.

et results and EVERYBODY'S

SATIS-

'

LAS VEGA

DAILY OPTIC,

WEDNESDAY

DECEMBER

2. 1914.
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To plsce your order for those
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line of samples,

plete
any one of which would
delight the most fastidious
tastes. They come in
styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards

if

3

i

s

1

1

1

7e

V

can furnish it in white

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use'of the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to yoi
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
1 die depends
iponltho stylo.
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WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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I
N. Marron, but
One of the extras on the program to State Treasurer 0.
sem
iu
amount
c a dance at the Rosenthal hall on the
nice
Railroad avenue last night was a appointment Something
was expected, the first installment of
Lula
Telesfor
which
Casimlr,
ia
fight
1914 taxes, and Instead only $1,Montoya and others were engaged. the
which
fl.549.os
of
Officer Jess Hunzaker, who arrested 861.07 was remitted
District attorney s
Casimlr and Montoya, mada a deter- was for 1914 taxes.
received from
were
mined effort to capture the others, salary remittances
$212.50;
125;
Quay
tut after running several Hocks west Luna county San Miguel $425.
$312.50;
Grant
avenue
on Center street and Lincoln
In pursuit of the scrappers, he gave
tip the chase. Casimlr and Montoya
NEW DELEGATE NAMED
paid a fine of $5 and costs In police
Santa Fe, Dec. 1. Governor McDoncourt this morning. Casimir said he
ald
which
today appointed Horace Moses of
own
was minding his
business,
an additional
consisted for the time in doing the Hurley, Grant county,
American
to
Mining
the
tango, the lame duck and the Castle delegate
Into
the
was
drawn
and
fight
walk,
much against his will." The police
Subscribe for The Optlo.
have been informed that incipient
Railthe
at
have
been
brewing
fights
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
road avenue dances for some time.

MUTUAL TH LATER

7:15

MARKET

WEDNESDAY

"The

Gamekeeper's Daughter"
Feautre) Domino
'
"Hard Cider" Keystone

(Two-ree-

RED AND WHITE GRAPES
PERSIMMONS.
BANANAS.
NEW ORANGES.
STRAWBERRIES.
V!
CRANBERRIES

l

11

Jones Dairy Farm
Little Pig Sausage, it's delicious 35c lb
Jones Dairy Farm Sliced Bacon 40c lb
Brookfield

Farm Sausage 25c

lb

Store

STEARNS
y

LOCAL NEWS
Regular dance at F,
--

"

Adv.

B.

Hall tonight.

'

Cutler Brothers, insurance.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

Per

$1.25

Box

HIE BMliS

THE CASH GROCER

Candies served by the Young La
dies' Altar Guild for sale at Ladies
Guild bazaar. Adv.
Mrs. H. T. Davis, dressmaker, removed to 407 Washington. Gowns at

One of the chief and most important ambitions of the
management of this store since its establishment has
been to make It, first of all, a store FOR ALL THE
PEOPLE. We are continually getting in new furniture and hardware and are endeavoring to give the best
values at a moderate price, we extend every possible
courtesy to all our customers whether large or small
buyers.
LET US HAVE YOUR BUSINESS. CASH OR CREDIT.

PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.

LEVI IS, fjgjrm

Phone Vejjas 114

in charge of Mr,.,Charles Day, who
department-i- s
has had fifteen years' experience in the business. All work guaranteed. Our private ambulance is always ready.

Our undertaking

1

Yo? Modern Woman
(

rj

tv

knows there is no economy In
inferior food materials. In flour

.".
O J

J

particularly she knows the best
is the cheapest That Is why so
many up to the times women
use, our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell yon why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack to.

day.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for

Pure

Las Vegas Roller Mills

?5he

The Fraternal Union will hold an
important meeting tonjight Every
member is requested to be present,
as there will be an election of officers
for the ensuing year.
Buy the material from us and we
will make a beautiful skirt for two
dollars. This week only. Bacharach's'.
Adv.

a

A STORE FOR
ALL THE PEOPLE
EVERYBODY INCLUDED

511 Sixth St.

,'prlcea,-Ady- .,

Tlie office of the county clerk has
issued a marriage license to Gabrle-litMartinez, aged 19, of Janon Largo, and Marcelino Esquibel, aged 24.
of La Cinta.
.

tsxlnfr,

Em Cm

North- -

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
you

Fancy Stock
From Espanola

DIG UP LARGE

SI

ab-

the-scal-

Leach Cross feels keenly his second
AN EVEN BREAK
defeat
at the hands of Gilbert Gallant.
Welsh
New York, Dec. 2. Freddie
- He hopes for a third match.
tenIn
a
meet
who
Joe
and
Shugrue,

THE WAR TAX HITS LAS VEGAS
AMUSEMENT HOUSES RIGHT
IN POCKETBOOK

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

A

The new revenue laws went into
effect yesterday, ana, although as far
i
as could be learned, there were no
documentary revenue stamps In the
whole of Las Vegas, the people began
TURNIPS
"coughing up'' to raise the $100,000,-00- 0
that the federal government needs.
SWEET POTATOES
"
CARROTS
Nearly every kind of document has
to be labeled. Toilet preparations,
BEETS
telegrams, long distance telephone
PARSNIPS.
calls' and Pullman tickets come under
the new tax, and, worst of all, chewing
gunJv probably will rise in price to
mfeet'the tax of four cents on the
dollar.
Deputy County Clerk Stapp announces
that hereafter all deeds and conGrocer and Baker
veyances must bear the revenue
sssi stamps in order to be legal. All clergymen and justices of the peace are
The condition of Mrs. II. J. Ryan, hereby notified that marriage certifiwho is dangerously ill, was reported cates are taxed ten cents and will not
be received at the county clerk's oftoday as slightly improved.
fice unless bearing revenue stamps to
There will be an important meeting that amount. This feature of the law
of the Woodmen of the World tonight. certainly makes it a case of the "high
All members are asked to be present, cost of loving."
as officers will be elected.
Rosenwald and Browne are helping
the government quite considerably un
Revenue cancellation stamps with der the branch of the new law levy
your name and address, and a full ing a tax on theaters. The rate is
set of dates. Order now from The $25 for houses seating froai 250 to
500, and $50 for those, seating from
Optic Pub. Co.
500 to 800. The Duncan opera, house
There will be a regular communica- will come under the latter provision,
tion of Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F. & and the Vegas, Photoplay and Browne
A. M., tomorrow evening
at 7:30 each will produce $25, making a total
will
o clock. All members arei requested of $125. Regensbersr Brothers
to be present.
pay $25 for the Mutual.
In order to avoid trouble wlthjjie
The New Mexico Normal University government, all persons had better
Glee club will have a rest until after look up the list of taxable articles pub
the Christmas vacation. There will lished In last night's Optic, and see
be chapel exercises every day from whether they are paying on the things
now until the end o the year and the on which they should, is the advice of
club's songs will be practiced by all the wise ones.
the students. Next week the students
will hold several rallies. One of those
will be of an athletic nature, one will SELLS CASE DISMISSED
be held as a "boost" for the Trlgonian
News and the third will concern Itself
ON SECOND APPEARANCE
with the "Southwest Wind," the annual book issued by the senior class.

J. II.

Fish pond for the children in
charge of Miss Ruth Winters at La
dies' guild sale. Adv.

popular

APPLES
200 Boxes

OS

TURKEYS

Order your revenue cancellors now.
Optic Pub. Co.

D

SI

round boxing bout in this city tonight,
at 133 pound each
tipped
when weighed in at 3 o'clock this afThe agreement calls for a
Mr. Merchant, you will need a rev- ternoon.
enue cancellation stamp. Order early. weight of not more than 135 pounds.
Optic Pub. Co.

crime of ay sort, and the eutier
sences of any serious offenses.

OYSTERS
CELERY
HEAD LETTUCE
FRESH TOMATOES

Skirts made this week at Bachar- RENT Five room furnished ach's for $2.00 Adv.
FOR
SAN MIGUEL LEADS
house. Inquire 706 Lincoln avenue.
coun2.
San
Santa Fe, Dec
Miguel
Mine meat and lots of good things
ty kept up Its record of being the first IF YOU want to sell range mares to eat at Ladies' Guild sale. Adv.
write H. L. Gray, E. Las Vegas.
to remit its monthly tax collections
Old Taylor WnlaRey and Sherwood
Rye at tie Opera Bar. Adv.

THE BETTER K

2, 1914.

PICTURE

SAMMY'S

TONIGHT
First Show Starts at

DECEMBER

1

Bridge St

...

WEDNESDAY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. -- Correspondence is invit-

ed by this old, strong and conserV
vative Bank.

YORK

JUDGE LEAHY QUICKLY DISPOSES
The officers of Company II of the
OF A NEW CRIMINAL
at
the
Mexico
of
New
made
National
Christmas
Guard
presents
Buy your
COMPLAINT
Ladies' Guild sale Saturday afternoon a mistake in announcing a drill for
to
will
occur
in the Coors building, Something tojaat night. Instead it
The Sells case Is dead and buried. J
night at the armory. The prospects
please everyone. Adv.
for bringing the annual encampment
Today in chambers George Sells was
Photoplay tonight only, Hearst Selig to Las Vegas next year are favorable. arraigned on a criminal complaint fil
war news, ':'The Beloved Adventurer an(i every member of the company Is led by District Attorney Charles W.
No. 10," Bunny Backslides," wluh John asked to attend all the drills In order G.Ward, on the charge of forgery.
that this city may be well represent The prosecution attempted to estabBunny and Flora Finch. Adv.
ed. All officers as well as men are lish the form and substance of a note
Oberver
Volunteer
to
According
requested to be present tonight. Ser- for $330, on which Sells was accused
Lewis of the Normal University, there geant Burns, U. S. A., will conduct the of forging the names of Hugh Quigley
was a range of only Bix degrees yes- drill.
and G. A. Bryan. The state failed, to
terday and last night. The maximum
produce evidence showing that Sells
DELICOUS COOKY SALE
had forged the signatures to the note
yesterday was 30 degrees and the
minimum last night was 24 degrees.
On Saturday afternoon, December in question, so Judge Lahy dismissed
5, in connection with the Christmas
the case, thus completely exonerating
The new shower oaths that are be sale of the Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's sens.
Sells was tried by a jury yesterday
ing installed at La Casa de Ramona Memorial church, Mrs, D. T. Hosldns
will be completed and ready for use and Miss Lorraine Lowry will have on a similar
charge, .but the .state was
immediately, af tee the Christmas vaca- charge of a cooky sale. They will be anable to proceed with the case, as
tion. This will enable the girls of assisted by the following little girls: it had no evidence. The prosecution
the Normal Unjiversfty basketball Dorothy Abbett, Bessie Bayless, Eliza- was based on a copy of a note supteam to take showers after practice.
beth Blattman. Marian Davis, Marga- posed to be an exact reproduction of
ret Fitch. Janet Ilfeld, Alice Long, a noriginal instrument. The witness
There has been an epidemic Of :vllot TJavwfli'l
FrnnnPB TJnaltins. es, however, were unable to swear that
poetry at the New Mexico Normal Susie Moore, Elizabeth Morrisette, It was such a reproduction, and Judge
University. The school officials have Elizabeth Padgett, Martha Haynolds, Leahy instructed the jury to bring in
endeavored to discover the cause, but Ruth
Raynolds, Eileen Southard, a verdict of not guilty. This morning
as yet are unable to state what is Frances and Hazeltine Veeder and the state endeavored to
prove that
wrong in the insttiutlon. Some of Bernice Wttten.
a copy offered in evidence was similthe cases are pretty serious, but it ia
These young ladles are highly skill- ar to the one alleged to have been
thought that as soon as Christmas va- ed in culinary arts and if they them- forged, but again failed.
cation arrives all those afflicted will selves have not actually baked the
The Catron Case
recover.
cookies, the goodies are H least all
This afternoon in chambers, the ar- donated by these small - saleswomen gument commenced in the case of J
The postoffice is organizing a cam- and the guild vouches for their excel- Hilario
Montoya vs. T. B. Catron and
paign to Induce the people of Las Ve- lency.
The sale will occur in the the New Mexico Land and Livestock
gas to send their Christmas' parcels Coors building. Adv.
The evidence in: this case
company.
early. The notice "Do not open unwas completed some time' ago, but
til Christmas," say the postoffice offiAUTO 8TAGE
Judge Leahy postponed the hearing
cials, insures a package being unopenof the argument. The action involves
Automobile stage line to Mora tried until the holiday. , Thusi gift givers
the title to 22,000 acres of land sitmay mall their presents early and weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- uated within the Antonio Ortiz giant.
avoid the chance of their gifts not ar- urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
Court Is Adjourned
riving on the scene at the intended m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
Court was adjourned yesterday aftime. What is the use of waiting Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p. ternoon subject to call. The Novem
until the mails are loaded down, the m. Fare, for round trip, $5; one way, ber term was conspicuous because of
postoffices all filled up and the dan- $3. Round trip tickets good for one the fact that not one person was comare multiplied?
week. H. B, Hubbard, Prop.
gers of
mitted to the county jail or the state
penitentiary during the session. This
was due to the fact that there was
no crime of a serious nature, and
&
many of the crimes were first offenWo were able to spare enough
ces. McCartney and Raynolds were
room in ''bur new store building
convicted, of issuing fictitious checks
to add a complete line of FURand were given suspended sentences.
NITURE and RUGS. We did it
Caslmlro Lobato for pointing a gun,
without practical! w any addi
Anastacto Lobato for firing a weapon
tional expense. We are now
David Sandoval for assault with
Q3,I and
ferlng FURNITURE and
a deadly weapon, were all given prisat prices that are very reason
on sentences that were suspended.
able indeed.
Francisco Lujan and O.'G. Schaefer
pleaded guilty to violations of the liInstallments
Phone Main 379
LUDWID WM. ILFELD
quor laws and were each fined f100.
Everything In Furniture and Hardware.
San Miguel county Is to be congratulated rm the extreme paucity of

ESTABLISHED 1876
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The happy homes

of your many
friends!
You can have the same.

Every
week we are furnishing somebody's home completely, through
the medium of our low prices
and liberal terms. A few dollars each week or month brings
you this enduring patiufaction.

J.

C Johrisen & Son
Complete Home Furnishers.
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The only kind

that stand up and give

satisfactory service in
this country.

Cars and a full assortment of parts
on hand at ail times. Also prompt
and efficient Ford
service.

Don't wait, call for 'a demonstration
at any time.
J. F.WESNFR
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Heme Of Tbe Best Of Everyting Eatable

Old Fashioned

Buckwheat Flour
Maple Syrup Honey
THE GilMF & I14YVARD

CO.

STORE

FurrJtura

Slugs
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